WASHINGTON (AP) — President Clinton will give his first address to the nation Monday night, promoting an economic program that top administration officials said Sunday would ask for sacrifices from all Americans.

The administration said the president's plan would propose close to 150 specific spending cuts to save money, while a top Democrat in Congress said that the middle class would be most affected by a new broad-based tax on energy.

The White House confirmed that in its effort to control the deficit, it was considering limits on the payments received by doctors and hospitals under Medicare, the giant government program that supplies health care for 35 million elderly and disabled Americans.

Officials said that Clinton was still making final decisions on the outlines of the huge package. But based on a variety of comments, the economic plan was shaping up to be the largest deficit-cutting package in history, proposing about $250 billion in spending cuts over five years and what one Republican said would be $250 billion in tax increases over that same time period.

White House officials conceded Sunday that virtually every American would be asked to contribute to the plan, either through benefit cuts or higher taxes.

The first issue that her administration is concerned with is the facilities Saint Mary's has to offer, such as Dilloway's Coffee House and Haggar College Center. She hopes to attract students to use the facilities that are available to them, she said.

The goals for Haggar include increased diversity and more interaction on an informal level between the students and neighbors. She hopes to promote cultural and social activities for the students to use the facilities that are available to them, she said.

Another goal is the investigation of the discrepancy between the departments concerning the advanced WA's and the Senior Comprehensive, she continued.
INSIDE COLUMN

Even the lonely can enjoy Valentine's Day

Some strange things have happened this past week.
A young Moslem pulled off the first transatlantic hijacking in 16 years, holding an entire Luftansa plane of passengers and crew at bay with a starter's pistol.

Willbur, the Splunkler — cartoon rodent, supposedly got around 30 votes in the student government runoff, but they weren't counted because the powers that he decided only to count the votes for the officially registered candidates.

The head coach of the University of California basketball team landed the top recruit in the country and upset UCLA, and was rewarded for this by being fired.

And then, of course, there was Valentine's Day.

I have never been entirely fond of February 14, a day set aside for romance, chocolate, flowers and the color red. In fact, I sometimes think that only one group like the day even better than me are the millions of roses who are senselessly slaughtered each February. It's funny that the world is full of animal rights activists, but devoid of roses rights activists.

I'm not alone in being alone. "I may be lonely on my day," my neighbor said to me. "And on to a better holiday," she added.

I compare my situation to the experience described by Mike Reif, a kid who was sent to the front lines of the Vietnam War. He was 17, and he left a sellout crowd puzzled and left a Moslem people fighting in a war.

That's how I feel. I may be lonely on Valentine's Day, but I'm not the only one. That, at least, can get me through the day. And on to a better holiday, St. Patrick's Day.

The views expressed in the Inside Columns are those of the author and not necessarily those of The Observer.

Today's Staff:

Production: Jackie Hightower

Cyn: Lanny Halloran

Melis: Amy Johnson

News: Alicia Reales

Becky James

Kanya Johnson

Sports: Jonathan Jensen

Today's Weather:

Cloudy today and a chance of flurries with highs in the low 30s. Mostly cloudy and mild Tuesday with highs 40s.

CAMPUS

Malloy wants more graduate programs

MANALAPAN, N.J. — Notre Dame's graduate programs should parallel its athletic and undergraduate programs, President Rev. Edward "Monk" Malloy told the university's trustees. "If Notre Dame can become more of an aid in graduate education, I think we might have more of a role in influencing government and other national organizations," Malloy told the 50-member board during its winter meeting over the weekend at the Ritz-Carlton Hotel. "As the leading Catholic institution in the country, we think we should have more of a role in national policy decisions and into ethical preparations for decisions," he said. "We think we're capable of operating in the same world as the Ivy, Stanford, Vanderbilt, Duke, Southern Cal and Northwestern," Malloy said. Notre Dame has 23 Ph.D. programs, but Malloy and the trustees would like to see more added in the areas of literature, history, government, and civil, electrical and computer engineering.

OF INTEREST

Christian Appalachian Project, a service organization founded to assist people in the Appalachian region of Kentucky, will have representative Ken Killey on campus tomorrow. He will be in the Library Concourse from 9 a.m. to 12 p.m. and at the C.S.C. from 1 to 4 p.m. for any information or questions about the program.

London/Rome Summer Programs will have an informational meeting at 6:30 p.m. in Carroll Hall, SMC regarding travelstudies in Ireland, Scotland, France, Switzerland, Rome and London. There will be free pizza. For more information call Professor Black at 284-4660.

Labor Market Update:

Not Available for February 12
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Platt receives Lilly Faculty Fellowship

By MEGAN BRUCHAS
News Writer

Thomas Platt, associate professor of biology at Saint Mary's College, is the recipient of a Lilly Endowment Faculty Fellowship for the 1993-94 school year.

Platt, one of 10 faculty members chosen by the Endowment from Indiana schools, has decided to use the grant to study parasites of Australian turtles.

Platt and his family will leave his summer and spend nine months in Australia, working at James Cook University in Townsville. Platt has spent several years trying to find the banana spirorchids, which has not been found in South America, Africa or Australia, he said.

"I wanted to be able to have the opportunity to look at turtles in one of those areas," said Platt.

Platt will take specimens with him from other turtles that he has collected. Specimens found throughout Australia will be studied at the University.

It's very exciting and scary to go to a place that you have never been before and uproot your family," said Platt.

The endowment is a mid-career opportunity for professors going on sabbatical. It provides extra funds to improve their research.

The Lilly fellowship differs from most because the research that the professor does must somehow go back to the school, Platt said. He hopes to introduce parasitology into his biology course or possibly introduce a separate course in this area. He also hopes that this opportunity will help with senior comprehensive projects and get students involved.

"It would be my hope to have a number of people doing small parts of the whole project," said Platt.

Platt's work will take specimens with him from other turtles that he has collected for comparison. Specimens found throughout Australia will be studied at the University.

WASHINGTON (AP) — NASA released photos Sunday of the space shuttle Challenger's smashed crew cabin, after they were made public by a New York man who worked under the federal Freedom of Information Act.

The space agency said 45 photos which show debris from the wrecked crew cabin became public documents after they were released to New York artist Ben Sarao on Feb. 3. Sarao had submitted a Freedom of Information Act request for the pictures in 1990. It was denied, appealed and then became the subject of a federal lawsuit against the National Aeronautics and Space Administration. The lawsuit was settled earlier this month.

Sarao released the photos to The New York Times, which published one of them Sunday. The photos "are far fewer than what he had originally requested," said NASA spokesman Jeff Vincent.

The pictures were taken after the crew cabin was recovered from the Atlantic Ocean in 1986. All seven astronauts aboard the Challenger, including New Hampshire schoolteacher Christa McAuliffe, were killed when the shuttle exploded shortly after takeoff on Jan. 28, 1986. It crashed into the sea off Cape Canaveral, Fla.

"NASA screened the photos very carefully to ensure that the privacy interests of the Challenger families would be protected," Vincent said.

The families were consulted throughout the process and none of the astronauts' personal effects are shown in the photos, according to Vincent.

The pictures include parts of an airlock the astronauts passed through for decontamination, parts of the rear wall of the crew cabin and a window frame from the shuttle, Vincent said.

GRADUATE STUDENT RETREAT

Friday, February 19 - Sunday, February 21
7:00 p.m. - Noon

A time of silence and reflection, companionship and conversation.

The reflections will be offered principally by Graduate Students.

Place: Crowe House, on the shore of Lake Michigan, 30 miles northwest of Notre Dame.

Deadline: Reservations for the twelve available places will be accepted until Wednesday, February 17.

Contact Fr. John Gerber, C.S.C., Fisher Residence Center 631-8606 or Sharon at Fisher Community Center 631-8607. Cost: $15.00 for the cost of meals and snacks.
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Nine Vanderbilt students hurt in fire at university

NASHVILLE, Tenn. (AP) — Nine Vanderbilt University students were injured Sunday morning in a fire that erupted while they were removing paint from statues outside a fraternity house, university officials said.

One of the students, Robert Tidwell, 19, Atlanta, was in critical but stable condition at Vanderbilt University Medical Center suffering from burns, hospital spokesman Lee Poston said Sunday.

Tidwell's injuries were not believed to be life-threatening, said Steve Caldwell, Vanderbilt's associate dean of students.

Four other students were listed in fair condition with burns at Vanderbilt, Poston said. They were identified as Mark Burgett, 19, Buffalo Grove, Ill.; Curt "Chip" Lemka, 19, Medina, Ohio; Steven Smiley, 19, Chicago; and Jay Tidwell, 21, Nashville. All five were students in the college's law school.

The fire occurred the night before the rape, when Tyson escorted the woman who accused him of rape, his lawyer plans to tell the jury.

Continued from page 1

Appeals lay out the strategy both sides will follow in oral arguments before a three-judge panel.

Tyson's defense team discovered at mid-trial three witnesses who say they watched Tyson and Washington embracing in his limousine outside the hotel, before the attack. Their story would have contravened Washington's testimony that she and the boxer never touched each other in the car after she rebuffed an initial kiss.

Jurors might have rejected her story of rape had they heard the challenge to that "essential point" of Washington's testimony, Dershowitz writes in Tyson's appeal.

Trial Judge Patricia Clifford of the Marion Superior Court kept the witnesses off the stand, ruling in part they came forward too late.

The state, led on appeal by Lawrence Reuben, chief deputy attorney general, says the witnesses' testimony would have been incorrect.

No one can identify Washington because the passionate scene the witnesses say they watched occurred the night before the rape, when Tyson escorted singer Angela Bassett, whose stage name is B Angle B, back to the hotel, the state says.

One appeal by Tyson to challenge the truthfulness of Washington would address a New York Times report that such a plan would save $35 billion or more over four years.

"We've got to confront the issue of health care costs in the budget," said Panetta, noting that Medicare and Medicaid, which provides health care for poor people, represent half of the projected growth in the government's deficit in coming years.

In an interview on NBC's "Meet the Press," Stephanopoulos said that in addition to the Oval Office speech and Wednesday's 9 p.m. EST address to Congress, Clinton also was considering returning to Capitol Hill Thursday morning for a televised question and answer session with lawmakers.

He said that the president would propose close to 150 specific spending reductions in his economic package, while Panetta said that proposals to eliminate unnecessary programs and streamline government services would save $34 billion over the next four years.

The administration has said it would seek to boost the top income tax rate for Americans making more than $200,000 per year to 36 percent, up from 31 percent, and propose a surtax on millionaires.

Organizers: More gangs interested in peace summit

KANSAS CITY, Mo. (AP) — Gangs from around the country have expressed interest in taking part in this spring's national peace conference for street gangs, an organizer said Sunday.

Gang leaders from Boston, Chicago, Los Angeles and Minneapolis met earlier this month in Washington, D.C., to pledge peace and announce the national gathering scheduled for April 30-May 2 in Kansas City.

Organizers have been meeting with gang leaders from several cities who want to join the summit, Carl Upchurch, the summit's chief organizer, said after a weekend planning session here. Upchurch is director of the Council for Urban Peace and Justice in Granville, Ohio.

News of this interest was greeted with skepticism by police, said Sgt. Hardice Smith, commander of the Kansas City Police Department's street gang task force.

The violence often associated with some of the same gangs represented at the Washington meeting — Crips, Bloods, Different Nation Vice Lords and Disciples of Soul — were enough to make Kansas City police wary of the conference.

But Upchurch said organizers will address any safety concerns at an open forum when the conference opens.

Debates

continued from page 1
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20, Short Hills, N.J.; Molly Moore, 19, Atlanta; and Eric Johnson, 20, Milwaukee.

The remaining four students were treated for burns and were identified from Vanderbilt, Poston said.

The woman who identified the four as Andrew Joiner and Nancy Borough of Atlanta, David Romano of Encinita, Calif., and Chris Eston of Fort Wayne, Ind., told Caldwell the students were injured about midday during a social event at Sigma Alpha Epsilon fraternity. Apparently, the students were attempting to remove paint from lion statues outside the fraternity house when the paint remover they were using ignited and began to burn uncontrollably, he said.

Caldwell said the can of paint remover also may have ignited.

Organizers said that in addition to the summit, gang leaders from around the country have expressed interest in taking part in this spring's national peace conference for street gangs, an organizer said Sunday.

Gang leaders from Boston, Chicago, Los Angeles and Minneapolis met earlier this month in Washington, D.C., to pledge peace and announce the national gathering scheduled for April 30-May 2 in Kansas City.

Organizers have been meeting with gang leaders from several cities who want to join the summit, Carl Upchurch, the summit's chief organizer, said after a weekend planning session here. Upchurch is director of the Council for Urban Peace and Justice in Granville, Ohio.

News of this interest was greeted with skepticism by police, said Sgt. Hardice Smith, commander of the Kansas City Police Department's street gang task force.

The violence often associated with some of the same gangs represented at the Washington meeting — Crips, Bloods, Different Nation Vice Lords and Disciples of Soul — were enough to make Kansas City police wary of the conference.

But Upchurch said organizers will address any safety concerns at an open forum when the conference opens.
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seeded Sorin will face Morrissey tonight in the Notre Dame 24-1B 12B.

1-B 12B.

30-May 1993

Rapidaim, fire

The guys gather together in a Dilton room to take a study break. Sega Genesis and Nintendo are surprisingly popular on the Notre Dame campus.

Tyrson lawyer to argue for appeal

INDIANAPOLIS (AP) — Mike Tyson would get a new trial because a judge blocked testimony from witnesses challenging the truthfulness of the woman who accused him of rape, his lawyer plans to tell Indiana appeals judges on Monday.

Tyson, 26, was convicted Feb. 10, 1992, after beauty contest Deserie Washington of Covington, R.I., told jurors he raped her six months earlier in his Indianapolis hotel room.

The former heavyweight boxing champion is serving a six-year prison sentence at the Indiana Youth Center.

"After all this is talked about, people are now up in the air about what went on in that room," says Tyson's appeals lawyer Alan Dershowitz.

"We want a new trial. In a new trial, Mike Tyson would be acquitted."

Written arguments filed earlier with the Indiana Court of Appeals lay out the strategy both sides will follow in oral arguments before a three-judge panel.

Tyson's defense team discovered at mid-trial three witnesses who say they watched Tyson and Washington embracing in his limousine outside the hotel, before the attack.

Their story would have contradicted Washington's testimony that she and the boxer never touched each other in the car after she rebuffed an initial kiss.

Jurors might have rejected her story of rape had they heard the challenge to that "essential point" of Washington's testimony, Dershowitz writes in Tyson's appeal.

Trial Judge Patricia Clifford of the Marion Superior Court kept the witnesses off the stand, ruling in part they came forward too late.

The state, led on appeal by Lawrence Reuben, chief deputy attorney general, says the witnesses' testimony would have been incorrect.

No one can identify Washington because the passionate scene the witnesses say they watched occurred the night before the rape, when Tyson escorted singer Angela Bassett, whose stage name is B Angle B, back to the hotel, the state says.

Economy

continued from page 1

tration was "going after the doctors and hospitals" because they were to blame for health care costs spiraling out of control.

While insisting that Clinton was still making final decisions, he and Panetta indicated that the administration was considering limiting payments to doctors and hospitals in the Medicare program. Neither

would address a New York Times report that such a plan would save $35 billion or more over four years.

"We've got to confront the issue of health care costs in the budget," said Panetta, noting that Medicare and Medicaid, which provides health care for poor people, represent half of the projected growth in the government's deficit in coming years.

In an interview on NBC's "Meet the Press," Stephanopoulos said that in addition to the Oval Office speech and Wednesday's 9 p.m. EST address to Congress, Clinton also was considering returning to Capitol Hill Thursday morning for a televised question and answer session with lawmakers.

He said that the president would propose close to 150 specific spending reductions in his economic package, while Panetta said that proposals to eliminate unnecessary programs and streamline government services would save $34 billion over the next four years.

The administration has said it would seek to boost the top income tax rate for Americans making more than $200,000 per year to 36 percent, up from 31 percent, and propose a surtax on millionaires.
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WASHINGTON (AP) — Voters thought Clinton would raise taxes through the presidential campaign, the voters kept this little secret: No matter how much Bill Clinton insisted otherwise, they were convinced he would raise taxes on just about everyone.

But don't expect them to like it when President Clinton unveils his economic plan Wednesday and proves them right, testing his relationship with the American public at an early crossroads of his presidency.

"The next few weeks will be a test of Clinton's leadership and his powers of persuasion," said Democratic pollster Geoffrey Garin. "If he doesn't think there is any question that people will grumble and groan all the way through this. The bet Bill Clinton is making is that the steps he takes now will pay off in a better economy and a better America by the time voters have to decide whether to have him back for four more years."

Clinton's challenge in the coming weeks goes beyond convincing voters they were convinced he would raise taxes on just about everyone.

Voters thought Clinton
can public at an early

WASHINGTON (AP) — Washington's endless war, say that among the numerous like­

SARAJEVO, Bosnia-Herzegovina (AP) — Bosnian Serbs turned back a U.N. convoy carrying food and medicine on Sunday to a Muslim town in eastern Bosnia that has been surrounded by Serbs for 10 months.

It was another setback for relief agencies facing mounting hostility from leaders and citizens of Bosnia's Muslim community. "Don't say it's being done to stop the republic's civil war, or to help:

200,000 people trapped in pockets in the east. Officials in Sarajevo, Bosnia's capital, and Tuzla are blocking further aid to their residents to protest the failure to get supplies to the east. U.N. officials have criticized that policy and warned that stored food could spoil. For the second day, heavy fighting around Sarajevo prevented aid flights from landing at the airport outside the besieged capital.

 Fighting also raged in southwest Croatia, and Serb and Croat leaders in that former Yugoslav republic repeated competing claims to territory as they prepared for talks at the United Nations this week.

The Croatian army began an offensive on Jan. 22 to regain control of at least some of the Serb-held Krajina region in the southwest, one of the areas seized by Serb forces in fighting in 1991 after Croatia seceded from Yugoslavia. The latest combat was the first since a truce took effect early last year.

The 10 trucks in the U.N. convoy to eastern Bosnia tried to reach Gerska, which reportedly is a refuge for up to 40,000Slavic Muslims. The convoy left Belgrade, capital of Yugoslavia and Serbia, on Sunday morning and got only as far as Serb-held Zvornik on Bosnia's border with Serbia.
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ARE YOU INTERESTED IN HELPING TO MANAGE AN ACCOUNT FOR OVER $400,000?

STUDENT GOVERNMENT NEEDS YOU AS THE ASSISTANT STUDENT BODY TREASURER.

THE ASSISTANT STUDENT BODY TREASURER AIDS THE STUDENT BODY TREASURER IN DISBURSING FUNDS FOR:

• STUDENT GOVERNMENT
• STUDENT UNION BOARD
• HALL PRESIDENTS' COUNCIL
• CLUBS AND ORGANIZATIONS

THIS IS IN PREPARATION FOR BECOMING THE STUDENT BODY TREASURER THE FOLLOWING YEAR.

APPLICATIONS ARE AVAILABLE AT STUDENT GOVERNMENT, 2ND FLOOR, LAPORTUNE BETWEEN 8:00 AM-5:00 PM; DUE ON FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 19 AT 4:00 PM.

QUESTIONS, CALL 631-7417

WASHINGTON didn't look like portrait WASHINGTON (AP) — One cannot help but notice that Washington is the most famous likeness of the late president's first president, but it's probably not the most accurate.

Researchers at Mount Vernon, Washington's original home, say that among the numerous likeness of the first president, the 1796 portrait by Gilbert Stuart, which is the basis for the dollar bill portrait, is one of the least flattering and may be the least similar to the founding father.

"People have this one image burned into their brain; and this is the image they are being made fun of in February, chopping prices with his hatchet," said John Hauser, a spokeswoman at Mount Vernon, now a museum.

In Washington's day, artists clamored to do his portrait, eager to make money by reproducing it, either by hand from the original or on engravings, Hauser said.

Through the years, painters had Washington standing at his bucolic Mount Vernon estate, at the Battle of Princeton, in a military uniform, leading his troops across the Delaware River or staring intently from Stuart's unfinished canvas.

Charles Willson Peale is credited with the first authentic rendering of the general. He painted seven versions, starting with a 1772 portrait of Washington at 40. His most famous likeness has Washington at the Battle of Princeton in 1777, one hand on his hip, the other on a cannon: The head has an oval shape, narrow jaw, thin nose and a small mouth.
Issues test labor’s White House ties

WASHINGTON (AP) — Every now and then, a government needs a little advice, a little outside help solving simple vexing issues that could affect every American. Where to turn? To any one of 1,141 panels and commissions that exist simply to offer guidance to Washington. Like the National Board for the Promotion of Bible Practice or the Census Advisory Committee on the American Indian and Alaska Native Populations for the 1990 Census.

President Clinton thinks there are too many — he says they’ve “spread across this government like kudzu” — and he wants to eliminate at least one-third of the 700 federal panels not created by law. On the very day that he proposed the cuts, five panels were meeting around town on issues ranging from high-definition television to AIDS research.

Some of the panels are high-profile, like the President’s Council on Physical Fitness and Sports (headed by movie star Arnold Schwarzenegger). Others have more obscure functions, like the FDA’s Board of Tea Experts (they’ve watched out for inferior imported tea for 96 years).

“There are some advisory committees that do some very important work,” said Paul Light, professor of public affairs at the University of Minnesota’s Humphrey Institute.

But, he added, “I would guess that a vast majority of advisory committees are a substitute for real action by Congress and the president. They’re a way of telling the public there’s an issue here but we can’t do anything about it” because of budgetary or other constraints.

All told, federal advisory commissions cost the government nearly $150 million a year. That’s more than double the $65 million cost at the start of the Carter administration, when there were 1,189 committees.

Anybody interested in running for Finance Club Office must turn in ticket by this Wednesday.

Questions: Amy x4899 or Suzanne x4900

BUSH’S PRIVATE LIFE IS NOW LOW PROFILE

HOUSTON (AP) — Life as a private citizen has given George Bush a chance to get out of the limelight and do something else impossible while living in the White House — pick up his own takeout lunch.

“He didn’t give us a warning,” said Fannie Coleman, who works at Otto’s Barbecue. “We’d been looking for him to come by soon. We’re always glad to see him when he comes.”

When Bush showed up earlier this month to pick up a “half order of links, half beef, beans and a Diet Coke,” he came with only two other men, Ms. Coleman said.

Bush has followed his plan to keep a low profile, granting no interviews and just one photo opportunity since coming to Texas after President Clinton’s inauguration on Jan. 20.

Tourists cruise through his new neighborhood eager for a glimpse of the home he and wife, Barbara, are renting while their new house is built on an adjacent lot.

“They’re super people,” said Robert Koster, a plumbing contractor working on their new home. “I was so impressed by them, I couldn’t even tell you what they said. I was kind of awe of talking to them. But they were very nice.”

Bush was seen at a recent Houston Rockets-Chicago Bulls basketball game with his son Neil. His staff arranged for pictures to be taken during a visit by Turkish President Turgut Ozal.

“I’m not giving interviews,” Bush reminded reporters who showed up for the photo session.

His spokesman, Andrew Manis, fields off calls from the media and others seeking the ex-president’s attention, saying Bush wants his privacy.
LOS ANGELES (AP) — The videotape that shows police pummeling Rodney King will again be on center stage in the officers' federal civil rights trial, but some experts worry that enhancement of the footage could blur reality.

 FBI technicians have digitally enhanced and slowed down the tape, stabilizing its picture and increasing its volume in an effort to give jurors a clearer picture of the March 3, 1991, incident.

 But some said the manipulations could do something different.

 "What they're seeing is not what happened," said Brian Stonehill, who coordinates media studies at Pomona College. "What's happening here is that jurors are relying on a tape that distorts the event."

 The videotape, shot by an amateur cameraman, shocked the nation when it was broadcast on television. It shows the black motorist on the ground as the white officers repeatedly kick him and hit him with nightsticks.

 Sgt. Stacey Koon, Officers Theodore Briseno and Laurence Powell and former Officer Ti-mothy Wind face charges of violat­ ing King's civil rights. Jury selection in the trial began Feb. 3.

 Deadly riots broke out in Los Angeles last spring after jurors who saw the tape acquitted the four of most charges after a state trial.

 Other experts echoed Stonehill's concern that the enhanced videotape could change the way jurors perceive its images.

 "Slow motion can make an event look quite different," said Patricia Greenfield, who teaches psychology at the University of California, Los Angeles. "I'd be very suspicious about making a judgment of anyone's intention based on something I saw in slow motion."

 Lower thresholds proposed for DUI test

 Many state lawmakers are pondering social arithmetic in the latest round of legislative assaults on an old menace, the drunken driver.

 Bills introduced this year in 31 states reflect a push for more stringent penalties on Highway Traffic Safety sanctions they consider drivers who drink know that lower the intoxication level to 0.08 percent—about a one-drink difference. Another popular cause is tighter penalties on young drunken drivers.

 "It's reached a point where most of the states have sanctions they consider reasonable and effective," said Jeanne Mejeur, a policy analyst at the National Conference of State Legislatures in Denver.

 "They're saying 'We've done what we can without impinging on people's rights. Now what can we do to get the problem drinker off the road?'" she said.

 State criminal code books are filled with fairly new anti- drinker off the road?'
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INDIANAPOLIS (AP) — Shirley Herd has worked for 15 years to find a place in history books for the contributions made by black women.

Her work pays off this month with the unveiling of "Black Women in America: An Historical Encyclopedia." The book, released by Carlson Publishing of New York, is believed to be the first encyclopedia of its kind.

"I want this encyclopedia in the hands of children and I want them to know their legacy," she said.

Herd, 54, began her project in 1977 when she attended a meeting of the National Council of Negro Women in Washington, D.C. The delegates talked about establishing a museum of black women's history.

Herd returned home, quit her job as an Indianapolis Public Schools teacher and became an amateur historian.

With other members of the Indianapolis section of the council, she began researching the history of black women in Indiana. "I went to every historical society and every library; I read every black newspaper and men's and hundreds of women who told me their stories," she says. In 1980, Herd called Darlene Clark Hine, who was then a history professor at Purdue University, to help her interpret her volumes of research.

It didn't matter to Herd that Hine's black history research rarely included the lives of black women. "I called her and told her what needed to be done and I wasn't going to take no for an answer," Herd said.

Hine, now the John Hannah Associate Professor of American History at Michigan State University, said she remembers Herd's determination and her own reluctance to take on the project.

"Shirley Herd called me up and said, 'I want you to write this book.'" Herd, a black woman herself, was confused. "I thought she was crazy," Hine said. "I explained to Herd that wasn't the way that historians worked. That she should not call up a historian and say, 'I want you to write a book, my way you go to Wendy's and order a hamburger.'"

Herd recalled being confused by Hine's response. She said she didn't understand how a black woman history could be taught. "It was considered a success in attracting patients.

"We signed up 13 percent of the eligible population," said Michael Hammes, president of John Deere Family Health Plan. "We were almost astounded at the level of participation."

The company says 4,000 of its 13,000 area employees, retirees and dependents have joined the clinic.

"Deere hopes the new approach will slow increases in its medical costs, which rose 10 percent in 1991 and 1992, said Michael Hammes, a physician in the clinic.

"We're left with fewer good-paying patients," he said. "And, as a result, we won't be able to see as many patients who don't have the ability to pay," said Dr. James Bull, a family physician in Silvis.

Deere plans to build a second clinic near a factory complex in Waterloo, Iowa, and may expand its clinics to other area companies.

"Clearly Deere is in this as a business," he said. "We're looking at the commercial possibilities." Hammes said.

Both partners want to see if medical costs can be controlled by physicians following disease management strategies developed by Mayo and Deere under a company grant.

"Some call it cookbook medicine and say every patient is different," said clinic director, Dr. Richard Bartsh. "It's not a cookbook. We're simply removing question marks by applying as many disease management strategies as we can. Every physician wants to practice good medicine, and this will help."

Deere spokesman Bob Combs said numerous companies have called seeking information on the clinic.

Retiree Bob Holland, a former factory inspector, is generally pleased with the treatment he's received since the clinic opened Jan. 4, but he encountered some problems.

Musical talent

Morrissey freshman Mike Rimbert performed at Morrissey Unplugged on Saturday night. Many musical artists from Morrissey and a few other dorms played sets of songs on the guitar.

Musical talent

"The Black Women of the Midwest," a multimime effort to document the lives of black women in Indiana and Illinois.

In 1984, Purdue hosted a conference which brought together professional historians and the women gathering historical documents. Oral and video histories were made of older Hoosier women and a comprehensive resource guide was published.

As a result of the project, several photographs, scrapbooks, church documents and records were turned over to the Indiana Historical Society and historical associations throughout the state and Illinois to become part of their collections.

Herd's interest in the experiences of black women continued to grow and so did the interest of more than 1,000 female non-historians from across Indiana who were looking for their own roots.

Hine's and Herd's next project was "The Black Women of the Midwest," a multimime effort to document the lives of black women in Indiana and Illinois.

"Hine is interested in the experiences of black women," said Dr. James Bull, a family physician in the clinic.

"Hine called me up and said, 'I want you to write this book.'" Herd, a black woman herself, was confused. "I thought she was crazy," Hine said. "I explained to Herd that wasn't the way that historians worked. That she should not call up a historian and say, 'I want you to write a book, my way you go to Wendy's and order a hamburger.'"

Herd recalled being confused by Hine's response. She said she didn't understand how a black woman history could be taught. "It was considered a success in attracting patients.

"We signed up 13 percent of the eligible population," said Michael Hammes, president of John Deere Family Health Plan. "We were almost astounded at the level of participation."

The company says 4,000 of its 13,000 area employees, retirees and dependents have joined the clinic.

"Deere hopes the new approach will slow increases in its medical costs, which rose 10 percent in 1991 and 1992, said Michael Hammes, a physician in the clinic.

"We're left with fewer good-paying patients," he said. "And, as a result, we won't be able to see as many patients who don't have the ability to pay," said Dr. James Bull, a family physician in Silvis.

Deere plans to build a second clinic near a factory complex in Waterloo, Iowa, and may expand its clinics to other area companies.

"Clearly Deere is in this as a business," he said. "We're looking at the commercial possibilities." Hammes said.

Both partners want to see if medical costs can be controlled by physicians following disease management strategies developed by Mayo and Deere under a company grant.

"Some call it cookbook medicine and say every patient is different," said clinic director, Dr. Richard Bartsh. "It's not a cookbook. We're simply removing question marks by applying as many disease management strategies as we can. Every physician wants to practice good medicine, and this will help."

Deere spokesman Bob Combs said numerous companies have called seeking information on the clinic.

Retiree Bob Holland, a former factory inspector, is generally pleased with the treatment he's received since the clinic opened Jan. 4, but he encountered some problems.

Musical talent

Morrissey freshman Mike Rimbert performed at Morrissey Unplugged on Saturday night. Many musical artists from Morrissey and a few other dorms played sets of songs on the guitar.
Devot communists buy into capitalism

VOLOGDRAZ, Russia (AP) — Lenin stood down from a fresco as Viktor Perchin, who fought at Stalingrad, filled out the forms and became the first worker to own a share in the symbol of victory over fascism.

Perchin said at a privatization campaign to put state-owned tractor factories digs the grave of state workers.

"We plan to invest in the cement factory where he works," he said. "It's a long time since we saw that the factory will be long to the people that work here!"

Perchin and others of his generation are reluctant travelers on Russia's road from communism to capitalism. Many like him do not realize that buying stock in their own factories is not be worthless when a new bankruptcy law takes effect.

PEATINOK, Russia (AP) — The tractor factory is the city's largest plant, with 786 employees. It went into hiding and has surfaced only occasionally to affirm the program last year.

About 700 people filled the forms and became the first worker to own a share in the symbol of victory over fascism.

LONDON (AP) — On the fourth anniversary of a death edict against writer Salman Rushdie, Iran's spiritual leader reiterated that the order was irrevocable and called on Muslims to kill him.


Rushdie, an Indian-born naturalized Briton, immediately went into hiding and has surfaced only occasionally to give speeches in the United States, Britain and Scandinavia.

"It is the duty of all Muslims who can reach this mercenary writer today to remove this harmful being from the path of Muslims," Tehran Radio quoted Khomeini as saying at a meeting in Tehran of Islamic clergy and students.

The broadcast was monitored in London.

An Iranian government charity has offered $2 million, plus expenses, for Rushdie's execution.

The International Rushdie Defense Committee said that it would turn to global political forums to try to end the 45-year-old writer's plight.

Haitian movement gains momentum

PORT-AU-PRINCE, Haiti (AP) — Haiti's biggest anti-government organization today turned to restore democracy to Haiti gained new momentum on Sunday with the dispersed order against writers.

"We learned a lot, but we won't buy this time around," said Stanislav Prokopenko, an electrician who visited the privatization center with his wife, Olga, an engineer.

They plan to invest in the cement factory where he works, he said. "It's a long time since we saw that the factory will be long to the people that work here!"

LONDON (AP) — The tractor factory is the city's largest plant, with 786 employees. It went into hiding and has surfaced only occasionally to affirm that the program last year.

About 700 people filled the forms and became the first worker to own a share in the symbol of victory over fascism.

LONDON (AP) — On the fourth anniversary of a death edict against writer Salman Rushdie, Iran's spiritual leader reiterated that the order was irrevocable and called on Muslims to kill him.


Rushdie, an Indian-born naturalized Briton, immediately went into hiding and has surfaced only occasionally to give speeches in the United States, Britain and Scandinavia.

"It is the duty of all Muslims who can reach this mercenary writer today to remove this harmful being from the path of Muslims," Tehran Radio quoted Khomeini as saying at a meeting in Tehran of Islamic clergy and students.

The broadcast was monitored in London.

An Iranian government charity has offered $2 million, plus expenses, for Rushdie's execution.

The International Rushdie Defense Committee said that it would turn to global political forums to try to end the 45-year-old writer's plight.

Polgar, 16, clinches match against Boris Spassky

BUDAPEST, Hungary (AP) — Hungarian teen-age chess dynamo Judit Polgar, the world's top-ranked woman, clinched victory over former world champion Boris Spassky on Sunday by holding the Russian to a draw in the ninth game of their 10-game series.

The draw gave the 16-year-old 5.5 points to Spassky's 3.5, with one game left Tuesday in which Polgar plays white.

"I feel very pleasant," Polgar told reporters in English at the Budapest hotel, where the match is being played. Polgar is the youngest of three chess-playing sisters who have all reached world rankings.

Spassky told reporters he has "analyzed just what went wrong in the match." Polgar played his second queen with his "a" pawn. But Polgar, who has played against the veteran with skillful maneuvers of her knights, prompting Spassky to offer a draw after 56 moves.

Spassky won't buy this time around," said Stanislav Prokopenko, an electrician who visited the privatization center with his wife, Olga, an engineer.

They plan to invest in the cement factory where he works, he said. "It's a long time since we saw that the factory will be long to the people that work here!"

FRIENDS DON'T LET FRIENDS DRIVE DRUNK.

The Observer

is now accepting applications for the following position:

Design Editor

Contact: Jeanne Blasi
at 1-5303 for more information.
Humanae Vitae is a prophetic call to reason and sanity

When President Clinton revoked the "gag rule" on abortion counseling and thereby allowed homosexuals in the military, media discussion generally treated these actions as linked to related issues. In fact, both abortion and "gay rights" are closely related. This 25th anniversary of Humanae Vitae, Pope Paul VI's 1968 encyclical on birth control, is a fitting occasion to note of the ways in which abortion, the homosexual movement and other phenomena are manifestations of the contraceptive ethic rejected by that encyclical.

In Humanae Vitae, Pope Paul said that the law of God prohibits "every action which, either in itself or in its consequences, makes what is contrary to venial guilt a necessity or makes it inexcusable, or affords an opportunity for the fulfillment of the same." This teaching "is founded upon the inseparable connection between the Good and the evil, and upon the inability to be broken by man on his own initiative, between the two meanings of the conjugal act: the unitive meaning and the procreative meaning."

Contraception is wrong because, as Pope John Paul II said in Familiaris Consortio in 1981, "When couples, by means of recourse to contraception, separate these two meanings of God's will, it is as though the union of man and woman in the union and the dynamism of their sexual communion, they act as arbiters of the divine plan and they manipulate and degrade human sexuality and with it themselves and their married partner by altering its value of total self-giving."

It is a question, therefore, of dominion: who is in charge, man or God? In Humanae Vitae, incidentally, Pope Paul also explained the legitimacy of partial abstinence from sexual relations during the woman's fertile period, provided that such partial abstinence is practiced for "serious motives."

The general acceptance of the morality of the act of contraception is a major factor in the following developments:

• Abortion. Contraception is the prevention of life while abortion is the taking of life. But both involve the willful separation of the unitive and procreative aspects of sex. The contraceptive mentality tends to require abortion as a backup. And many so-called contraceptives are abortifacient in that they cause the destruction of the developing human being.

• Euthanasia. Once the contraceptive ethic and abortion accustomed people to the idea that burdensome lives are not worth living, the way was clear for euthanasia for the aged and the "useless." If man is the arbiter of when life begins, he will predictably make himself the arbiter of when life ends. Euthanasia is postnatal abortion, an act which is prenatally euthanasia.

• Pornography. Like contraception, which reduces sexual relations to an exercise in self-gratification, pornography is an exercise in self-gratification. Pope Paul in Humanae Vitae warned that contraception would cause women to be viewed as sex objects, that "man, growing used to the employment of anti-conceptive practices, may finally lose respect for the woman and, no longer caring for her physical and psychological equilibrium, may come to the point of considering her as a mere instrument of selfish enjoyment, and no longer as his respected and beloved companion."

• In vitro fertilization. Contraception is the taking of the unitive without the procreative. In vitro fertilization is the reverse. Various refinements of this technique include the freezing of spare embryos and their later disposal for spare parts or for spare parts for persons in need of new organs. The treatment of human beings as objects is obvious here.

• Promiscuity. According to the natural law and the Commandments, sex is reserved for marriage because sex is inherently connected with procreation and the natural way to raise children is in marriage. But if, through contraception, we claim the power to decide whether sex will have anything to do with procreation, why should we have to reserve sex for marriage?

• Divorce. In the natural order, marriage should be permanent because sex is inherently related to procreation and children should be raised in a home with parents permanently married to each other. But if it is wholly our decision whether sex will have any relation to children, why should marriage be permanent? If sex and marriage are not intrinsically related to new life, marriage loses its reason for permanence. It tends to become a temporary alliance for individual gratification -- what Pope Paul called "the juxtaposition of two selfish selves."

• Homosexual activity. If sex has no inherent relation to procreation, and if man, rather than God, is the arbiter of whether and when it will have that relation, why not let Freddy marry George and Erica marry Susan? The contraceptive society cannot say that homosexual activity is objectively wrong without condemning itself. Objections to the legitimation of the homosexual "lifestyle" are reduced, as in the military controversy, to the pragmatic and the esthetic. Homosexual activity and contraception, alone frustrates the interpersonal communion which is intrinsic to the conjugal act. And where that act should be open to life, homosexual activity is a dead end. It rejects life and focuses instead on escapism, which is death.

In these and other respects, Humanae Vitae is a prophetic call to reason and sanity. Here at this supposedly Catholic university, Humanae Vitae's anniversary ought to inspire a prayerful celebration. But don't count on it. Anyway, students especially ought to read Humanae Vitae. And share it with your theology professor. He might be surprised.

Professor Rice is a member of the Law School faculty. His column appears every other Monday.

Whatever America hopes to bring to pass in the world must first come to pass in the heart of America.

Dwight D. Eisenhower
Happy President's Day, Quotes, P.O. Box 0, M. IN 46556
Graduate Student Union fails to keep its promises

The following is a critique of the Graduate Student Union (GSU) by a student over the past ten months. The Graduate Student Union (GSU) has been responsible for initiating or failing to act upon the following activities and programs.

To begin with, the president and vice-president ran on a ticket promising that they would return the GSU to the Council, from which it had been expelled, and that their behavior reflects a much different agenda.

For starters, they proposed, and had actually wanted to do something about the constitutional assumption which allowed all officers to cast one vote, even those who sit on GSU Council meetings. In the old constitution, only the president was allowed to vote, in the event of a tie. According to the minutes of such a meeting where this was discussed, those who spoke in favor of the change argued that the burden of officer commitment should be the only burden that they bear. In other words, it was suggested that the officers might not have to pay the same motivation to do their jobs without a vote.

It seems to me that the officers should do their jobs because they want to do something for graduate students, as opposed to compensating (partially) for their time.

In past, the officers have carried out their duties despite not having a vote. Providing all officers with a vote and concentrating even more power in the hands of the top two officers, a matter of being a move toward democratization, is a move away. Of course, the Council must support the new act, so they must share part of the blame. If they campaigned for the office, the president and vice­­­­­president, it is very possible that the Council to vote on all expenditures (the old Constitution did not give the Council power to approve that the money was spent) to spend up to $1000 without Council approval on matters of how small (which is an unnec­­essary impediment to the effi­­ciency of the administration) this has been done to legitimize their own unilateral actions.

A case in point is the $450 spent to co-sponsor the performance by Dave Lippman last spring. This was a reasonable event to fund, and the Executive Committee had the authority under the old Constitution to authorize the expenditure. However, they came to the Council after the funds were spent and asked for Council approval.

In fact, the minutes of the meeting state that they were asking for prior approval. Instead this was an un­­necessary expenditure. Council involvement, well, did not actually happen.

Another one of their election goals was to maintain the tradition with which they characterized as unnec­­essary expenditure. They said that the GSU did not exist to provide stipends for graduate students. They thus took several actions.

First, they eliminated two of­­ficer positions before the Con­­gressional elections that year, which is a major dis­­ruption. However, they failed to get the numbers they needed. Then, they raised all of the stipends that the top two officers. (The president vowed not to take his stipend, but he retained control of it and no­­body seems to know what is happening with the money.) This was to compensate them for the extra burdens which this new constitution does not allow and which have been eliminated positions.

Of course, the new Constitution, in at least a couple of cases the officers only have to turn on their side to name someone else to do their work. This would not be possible, as these people, as well as many others, will be paid for any work which they perform. This policy was implemented because of a periodic failure of graduate students to get in­­volved in the Senate committees and other activities. One wonders, however, whether or not the lack of empathy and organizational capacity of this kind people might want to get involved in organizing such events. One council member has described it as opening up a Schengen for very few participants, rather than attracting people who are actually interested in working for graduate student interests.

Some members of committees have indicated that they are not doing it for the money that is not they were involved before this policy was instituted which demonstrates that, while there may be a problem in some in­­stances, there are people out there who are interested in working for graduate students without financial gain, and at least one has refused to accept the extra compensation or her work on a committee.

Beyond the issue of whether paying people on committees is wise, or whether the issue of how much this might cost. The president and vice­­­­­president have said that they wanted to reduce administra­­tionally expenses. One cannot see exactly what these expenditures are.

In fact, it is far from clear that all of their changes have saved money, as they have promised. For example, the guidelines say that each person who does administrative work will be paid $150. There is no way to know how many per year, so it is possible as much as $1500 might be spent to pay people to organize student parties.

In the past, it was the re­­sponsibility of the Social Officer with the Social Committee to maintain all the rooms and other social activities in the past to organize such activities. Although this fluctuations in the number of people interested in social life and other social activities in the past to organize such activities. The Social Committee was paid less than $1500. Even the recruitment of a new official at the level of $1500 for the other officers, the GSU is not saving any money, in terms of continuity and coherence of having a So­­cial Officer, and has lost an offi­­cer who might contribute to the other activities, the Executive Committee. And, this does not factor in the other money which will be spent on organizing other activities.

The top officers have also generally dropped the ball on a number of occasions or failed to carry out the desires of the College of the kind of people who might engage in organizing such events. One council member has described it as opening up a Schengen for very few participants, rather than attracting people who are actually interested in working for graduate student interests.

Instituting a market solution approach has not resulted in the kind of people who might engage in organizing such events. One council member has described it as opening up a Schengen for very few participants, rather than attracting people who are actually interested in working for graduate student interests.

The top officers have also generally dropped the ball on a number of occasions or failed to carry out the desires of the College of the kind of people who might engage in organizing such events. One council member has described it as opening up a Schengen for very few participants, rather than attracting people who are actually interested in working for graduate student interests.

It is the responsibility of the president to make sure that all graduate students are made aware of this. This did not happen.

Two initiatives from last year which were not followed up on deserve special attention. First, over the course of last year, a plan to renovate Wilson Com­­m­­plex was presented. It was necessary attempt to create a real space for graduate students. Among other things, the pro­­posal called for new lighting, new carpeting, a new heating and cooling system, nicer looking interior walls, a real dance floor, a bar, a space for graduate students. The university administration approved many of the rec­­ommendations and stated that they wanted to find the money to start some of the renovations this past summer. The new GSU administration has not followed up on this. The vice-president has said that some money has been taken to create a real space for graduate students.

The second issue concerns hiring a part-time secretary for the GSU. Instead of allowing the GSU to keep the money from which it was spent to co-sponsor the per­­formance, some thought for understanding, though for innovation, thought for freedom. What is plaguing our society now is more than anything else the lack of understanding, thought for freedom, thought for innovation, thought for freedom.
Legal Aid

Organization provides free legal assistance to low-income individuals

By KATIE MURPHY
Accent Writer

A young wife desperately wants to divorce her abusive husband. A couple is unfairly evicted from their home. An elderly man struggles to afford home health care for his ailing wife, who is afflicted with Alzheimer's Disease. These situations don't seem too special until you consider the legal organization that fights their battles. The Legal Services Program of Northern Indiana is a private, non-profit corporation which provides free legal assistance to low-income individuals. The young woman, the couple, and the elderly man all sought help from Legal Services.

"It's easy to say there is equal justice for the poor, but in reality, there just isn't," said Deborah Cataldo, Legal Services community resource development director.

Legal Services seeks to fill this gap in the provision of justice. Founded in 1953 by a group of attorneys and community leaders, Legal Services serves 24 Indiana counties, and enlists the help of 122 volunteers in offices in South Bend and Lafayette. A paid staff of 31 people is involved as well.

Funding cuts in the 1980's forced Legal Services to bring volunteers into the organization, said Cataldo.

"The decision we made was to close three of our five offices and initiate the volunteer program," she said.

Of the 122 volunteers currently working with Legal Services, 29 are Notre Dame and Saint Mary's students. They work in areas ranging from client intake to attorney assistance and research.

"The volunteers gather all of the information about a client's problem and then give it to the attorneys to review," said Cataldo.

Clients may call or just walk in to apply for assistance. According to Cataldo, student volunteers must be professional and have good interviewing skills and also be willing to be involved "hands-on.""The students bring with them a lot of idealism, a lot of heart, and a lot of energy," said Cataldo. "It's refreshing to have the students and their enthusiasm for the work here."

Joe Adams, a junior majoring in economics and philosophy, has been a volunteer at Legal Services for nearly three semesters.

"It performs a necessary service because a lot of people who can't afford an attorney... don't really know about the law, and what their rights are," Adams said. "Aside from helping the community, students gain a learning experience as well," said Adams. "It's sort of a bubble here at Notre Dame. This program shows you into the real world, he said.

Karen Melchert, a senior communications major at Saint Mary's, agrees with Adams. "It really has made me appreciate everything in my life. We're very secluded from the outside world on our campus," said Melchert.

For Melchert, who is interested in pursuing law, "The work with the people was the most important aspect of her work with Legal Services. "One thing that I have really taken away from this experience was giving back to the community which I've been part of for four years," she said. "The student volunteers woke up the 'ladder' and gain legal experience as well.

According to Robin Cochran, a senior at Saint Mary's majoring in psychology and English literature, "Even if you're not going into law, it's just fascinating. You learn so much about government and the way the legal system works."

Cataldo credits much of the program's successes to the work and dedication of the volunteers.

"We would not be able to operate without the students or the volunteers in our program. They're vitally important," said Cataldo.

'Shades of Orange' now at the Snite

By JOHN CONNORTON

"The art-world system inadvertently works to fix artists so that through success they are kept in the same slot that they are used to. One is encouraged to repeat, discouraged to explore..." reads the only placard marking Don Vogl's new exhibit at the Snite Museum. "Shades of Orange," Vogl's last faculty one man show, takes note of that belief and then dismisses it.

Through the use of acrylic, watercolor, collage, and ceramic sculpture, Don Vogl, Associate Professor of Art at Notre Dame, has taken risks that many artists are unwilling to take. His work is a selection of nearly all of what the world of art has to offer. "His work is a selection of nearly all of what the world of art has to offer," said John Connorton.

The centerpiece in the first room, "Forever Summer," is characteristic of Vogl's impressive acrylic work. Like many of his other acrylic paintings, "Forever Summer" is marked by tremendous strokes of orange and similar colors, red, pink, maroon.

Orange dominates most of Vogl's acrylic works, but he does not ignore the vast palette at the grasp of all artists. His numerous watercolors on display make wide use of all the colors in the rainbow. Depicting a wide range of backgrounds, including Morocco, France, Spain, Portugal, and even the Notre Dame campus, Vogl's watercolors do not fail to impress.

"Shades of Orange" is part of the annual faculty show. It is currently on display in the East Galleries, 1-Hill O'Shaugnessy Hall through April 4. Many of the works of art professor Don Vogl, pictured above with a painting, are on display now through April 4 at the Snite Museum of Art.

Vogl has will have completed thirty years of teaching at the University of Notre Dame in 1993, when he plans to retire.
Big Ten championship all
but decided on busy day

(AP) It was close, but at the end, Michigan all but conceded the Big Ten championship to Indiana.

“WE’re probably not going to win the Big Ten title,” Michigan coach Steve Fisher said after losing 93-92 Sunday to the Hoosiers, who remained unbeaten in league play. “It would take a major miracle.”

The 18th-ranked Michigan, in third place, three inches behind Indiana with seven contests left, Illinois, which lost a non-conference game Wednesday to 17th-ranked Pittsburgh, is in second, with 2 1/2 games back.

In conference games Saturday, Michigan, upset No. 13 Iowa-St. Michigan got out by Ohio State 81-66, Tuesday. Northwestern penned down Penn State 97-58 and No. 18 Purdue separated Wisconsin 90-87 in double overtime.

Things looked bleak early for No. 14 Michigan, which was battling Wolverines (19-4, 8-3) as the Hoosiers trailed by 13. But Indiana's trademark defense came through as No. Michigan went on a 20-6 run over 6 minutes until a last minute 4-pointer by Villanueva, including a shot at the buzzer that made the game seem closer than it was.

"I told you, I don't want to play them every time when they are on people's 'Way Too List,'" said Indiana coach Bob Knight.

"Michigan is really
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Sabres’ win headlines NHL wrap

SABRES 7, PATS 4
BUFFALO, N.Y. (AP) - Pat LaFontaine moved into a tie with Mario Lemieux for the NHL's scoring lead with a three-point game in Buffalo's victory over Pittsburgh.

LaFontaine scored a goal and added two assists to increase his point total to 96. Like Lemieux, the Penguins' super star currently undergoing treatment for Hodgkin's Dis ease.

Alexander Mogilny added to his NHL career goals list with his 55th and 56th empty net of the season, while the Sabres got two goals from Wayne Presley and single scores from Grant Leddyard and Yuri Kulymev. Mogilny tied the club record for goals in a sea son set by Danny Gare in 1979-80.

MAPLE LEAFS 6, NORTH STARS 5
BLOOMINGTON, Minn. (AP) - Todd Gill's second goal of the game and tie break with 40 seconds left in the third period as Toronto rallied from a three goal deficit to tie for No. 1.

Doug Gilmour, just off a sixth assist performance against the North Stars in the 6-1 Toronto victory, scored the tying goal and added two assists as the Maple Leafs moved into second place in the Norris Division.

Mike Modano had two goals and an assist for the North Stars, and Mark Osborne scored twice for Toronto.

The Maple Leafs trailed 5-3 entering the third period, but outscored the North Stars 3-2 and scored three times in the period.

bruins, 3, Lightning 1
TAMPA, Fla. (AP) - Steve Leach scored at 14:23 of the third period to help Boston lose Tampa Bay. Adam Oates recorded his 100th assist for Boston.

Tampa Bay took its third lead of the game at 1:19 of the third period as Leach's go-ahead shot came with the end of the second period on Chris Korton's 27th goal. But Leach ripped a shot past Young, who had just knocked away a wrist shot from Gobbi and the score went to Boston.

It was Leach's 19th goal.

Losers have effect on college polls

(Alan), Indiana, which took a commanding lead in the Big Ten, was two votes short of being the conference's No. 1 team on Sunday Night.

The Hoosiers (22-2) won both their Big Ten weekend tournaments, defeating Minnesota 77-62 and earning a spot in the final of the first-place votes cast by a nationwide panel of writers.
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Injuries deplete ailing Irish lineup

BY ROLANDO DE AGUIAR
Associate Sports Editor

On Saturday, Kentucky had a big assist in its visit to the Joyce ACC.

Specifically, Notre Dame, and its lack of depth. During the second half, when the second-ranked Wildcats were finally starting to look bored, and began to falter against the Irish, Notre Dame’s bench ran out.

And Kentucky ran over the Irish.

John MacLeod knew his lineup was shallow before this season started. With the departure of four starting seniors, experience was a valuable commodity on the Irish bench. But Monty Williams was cleared to play, and the Irish had twelve scholarship players available.

But things took a turn for the worse. Center Nathon Gilmore announced plans to transfer to Texas, and freshman guard Keith Kurowski went down for the season with a stress factor. And then there were ten.

But Notre Dame often overcame their deficiencies in maintaining a record near .500 through the first 20 games of 1992-93. At 9-11 entering Saturday’s game with Kentucky, Notre Dame had beaten Boston College and USC, and kept close with Duke and Indiana.

But on February 7, the stress fracture bug bit the Irish again, as forward Carl Cozen went down with a foot injury similar to Kurowski’s. Then Jason Williams, who had played solidly last week, starting Notre Dame’s win over hapless Dayton, suffered a bruised lung and was unavailable for Kentucky.

After the loss to the Wildcats, MacLeod ran down the discouragingly long list of injuries, and added, “... and Elmer Bennett, a broken finger.” He paused. “Yeah, even our former players are getting hurt.”

With Bennett in Grand Rapids, Mich., playing CBA ball, Notre Dame had eight scholarship players available at tip-off Saturday, and looked like the personnel situation could get no worse. But things would indeed deteriorate further for MacLeod’s team.

Notre Dame had fought back to within three points of Kentucky with just under 13 minutes left in the second half. But Jamal Mashburn scored six straight points. MacLeod brought Joe Ross, with four fouls, back into the game to shore up the middle. Ross promptly fouled out while flying through the lane toward the basket and an easy two. His brother Jon appeared. Eight seconds later, he was gone. Mashburn went in the line and sank two free throws, pushing the lead to 11.

With one scholarship player remaining on the bench for the last 12:23, MacLeod had no chance to take out tired legs, and talk about terror plays with the players who made them. Kentucky quickly extended its lead, and never looked back on its way to a 19-point win.

Graduating Seniors:
An Accelerated Path to a Nursing Career

Georgetown University School of Nursing offers an accelerated program leading to a BSN degree, designed for college graduates who wish to pursue a career in nursing. Upon completion of the 15-month program, graduates are prepared to take the state board examinations to become licensed registered nurses.

Although we encourage students with science or pre-med backgrounds to apply, all undergraduate degrees are acceptable.

The application deadline for the Fall 1993 semester is March 1, 1993. For more information about Georgetown University, and admissions, registration, and curriculum for the Accelerated BSN programs, please call Stephanie Lambole at (202) 687-5001.

Georgetown University also offers graduate programs in nursing; for information on these, please contact Joan Kelly at (202) 687-4820. Limited financial aid available.
Women's tennis fails in upset bid

By RIAN AKEY
Sports Writer

The SUB-sponsored movie "Singles" was a big hit at the Gushing Auditorium this weekend. For the Notre Dame women's tennis squad, however, singles—as in tennis—ered by the team to be important. For the Notre Dame team, however, could not respond to the pressure and managed only one win in its six doubles matches.

That lone victory came against Kentucky when freshman Wendy Crabtree paired with junior Lisa Tholen, winning 7-6 (7-5), 6-4.

The squad had high hopes for an upset going into the weekend, but still are not giving up hope.

"We're all a little disappointed with how the matches turned out," said Lord. "We had hoped to do better, but now there's next weekend to look forward to. There's not time to dwell on it."

Notre Dame hosts Louisiana State and Texas Christian at Eck Pavilion this Friday and Saturday.

Tennis continued from page 20

"The players deserve a lot of credit," said Lord. "After 241-ranked New Mexico was upset by the University of San Diego, the Irish took on USD for the title. Though San Diego is yet to be ranked, Bayliss and the Irish know they would have their hands full since San Diego narrowly lost to 2nd-ranked Stanford 3-2 last week. Turn out they were right.

San Diego set the tone by winning the doubles point as both Coleman and Forsyth took Ignacio Martinez 3-6, 6-4, 6-4. Though Forsyth was beaten by Frederik Axster 7-6, 6-4, Wojtalik's match at five-singles was suspended after Todd Wilson picked up another victory, this time against J.J. Shobar 6-2, 7-6, 7-6, to seal the match.

"We were glad Todd could put up with no experience this year," stated Bayliss. "He's turning into a tough, blue-collar player."

Next up for the Irish is the National Team Indoors in Louisville, where they will open against a strong Texas squad, and with a win would face number-one USC. Either way, they will play three top-15 clubs in their first three matches.

"We know every match will be this way," said Bayliss after this weekend's thriller. "We'll have to play hard to win every match."
Women's track places second at BSU

By MIKE NORBUT
Sports Writer

The Notre Dame women's track team travelled to Muncie, Ind., Friday for the Ball State Invitational, featuring five of the strongest running teams from the Midwest.

A number of excellent individual Irish efforts were overshadowed by a strong Ball State team performance. The Irish finished in first place with 63 points, trailed by Notre Dame with 47.5 and Ashland University with 42.5 points.

"We know Ball State is a very good team, and they would be tough in the distance events," said distance runner Becky Alfieri, who took first place in the 1000 meter run on Friday. "We had some really good performances individually, but we felt like we could have done better as a team."

Ball State had equal distribution of strength in both the sprinting and distance events, placing a competitor in the top four in every race. Sprinter Tumeka Borders won both the 55 and 200 meter dash, while Darjul Claiborne took first in the 55 meter hurdles. Cardinaal runner Patty Baker won the mile run, edging Western Michigan runner Stacey Kilborn and Irish runners Stefanie Jensen, Emily Husted, and Kristi Kramer.

In the key event of the meet, the 3000 meter run, Baker took first ahead of Notre Dame runner Eva Flood and another Ball State runner, Christie Wood, edged out Sarah Riley for third.

Two free throws by Jalen Rose with 6:01 to play gave the Wolverines their last lead, 78-76. Evans, a 6-foot-8 freshman, hit a 3-pointer 10 seconds later to give Indiana the lead for good. Michigan then turned the ball over on its next three possessions.

In the 400 meter run, Western Michigan runner Jill Stamison defeated Notre Dame freshman Erica Peterson, a runner normally featured in the sprinting and hurdles categories. The bright spots for the Irish included Becky Alfieri's victory in the 1000 meter run, and Notre Dame's dominance in the middle events. Karen Harris and Rachel Kavanagh took first and second, respectively, in the shot put, while Trisha Joseph won the triple jump. Their performances sealed a solid second-place finish for the Fighting Irish.

Next week, Notre Dame will travel to Bloomington, Ind., for the Indiana Collegiates, featuring teams from across the state.

No. 1 Indiana downs Wolverines

BLOOMINGTON, Ind. (AP) — There was no controversial referee's call needed for Indiana to win this one. All it took was some solid defense and a freshman stepping up to keep the scoring balanced.

Brian Evans scored a season-high 17 points and No. 1 Indiana remained unbeaten in the Big Ten with a 93-92 victory over fifth-ranked Michigan on Sunday, the Hoosiers' 11th consecutive win.

The last win for Indiana (22-2, 11-0 Big Ten) came in double overtime on Penn State on Tuesday night when an admitted blown call by an official allowed the Hoosiers a chance to win it.

Things looked bleak at home against the Wolverines (19-4, 8-3) early as the Hoosiers trailed by 13 in the first half. But Indiana's trademark defense came through as Michigan went without a field goal for 6-3/2 minutes until a last-minute 3-point barrage, including a shot at the buzzer that made the game seem closer than it was.

"The first point I want to make, and it is possibly the most important point of the game, was that we were able to leave the floor at halftime just down two points," Indiana coach Bob Knight said. "It nearly got away from us again but we did a really good job of hanging in there and our guys off the bench really contributed."

Men finish promising sixth at Indoor Championships

By SEAN SULLIVAN
Sports Writer

The Notre Dame Men's Track team placed sixth this weekend in the Central Collegiate Indoor Championships, finishing with a total score of 53.

"This meet went fairly well," said head coach Joe Plane. "We had some real good things happen and then some minor disappointments, but all in all I think things went really well."

The only win the Irish had came from Todd Herman, who jumped seven feet in the high jump. Another performance of note was from Nate Huder who anchored the distance medley relay for the Irish and ran the 3000 meters.

In the distance medley relay, Ruder ran 4:12 in the mile and then placed second in the 3000 meters with a time of 8:24.14 Other performances of note came from Shane Dubois who place sixth in the 3000 meters with a time of 8:34.77 and Derek Seiling who placed fifth in that same event with a time of 8:34.41.

"Nate Huder did a very fine job," said Plane. "While the Irish did not win the meet, with the strong score of 53 the young team showed great promise for the seasons to come."

"The future is real bright. Of all the people we brought up, there was only one senior. So out of the 53 points we scored, 42 will be back next year," Plane said.

The surprise of the meet was the performance of the Northern Iowa squad. Northern Iowa finished second in the meet with a score of 83. The team's strong showing was due in part to the team's domination in the 55 meter high hurdles.

"Northern Iowa performed very well," said Plane. "Eastern Michigan won the meet with a total score of 167 points.
Bankoske. "It's a character builder and it was just a total team effort put forth by every guy."

Notre Dame played without four key players who missed the game with injuries. "We were short with injuries, but we have a week off to save this and get some people back," said Schafer.

The weekend didn't start off as well as the Irish had hoped, as Bowling Green jumped out to a 5-1 lead and never looked back in Friday's contest. "We had our moments, but we couldn't finish some of our opportunities," commented Schafer.

The bright spot for the Irish was freshman Brett Brunila, who scored two goals to increase his season total to eight for the year. Freshman Jaime Ling and senior Dan Sawyer added one apiece. Ling, who has 36 points for the year, is in contention for Central Collegiate Hockey Association player of the year.

Notre Dame has a week off after playing seven-straight weekend games. They finish the season with games against Western Michigan, Michigan, Bowling Green and Michigan State. Following that stretch, the Irish will play in the CCHA playoffs on the weekend of March 12.

---

**Men's volleyball disappointed with tourney finish**

By KEVIN DOLAN

Sports Writer

The Irish men's volleyball team returned from Saturday's tournament at Kentucky empty handed, as the combination of poor play and bad surroundings dragged the Irish down to a tie for 13th in the tourney.

The Irish finished 2-5 on the day, losing to Morehead State, Ohio State and Auburn, with their only victory coming against Toledo.

According to the Irish's Pat Madden, the first match of the day, a 2-0 loss to Morehead State, was the low point of the day.

"There's no way we should have lost that, said Madden. "We scored all their points with our mistakes."

Failing has often been a problem for the Irish this year, and this match was no exception.

"We set them up for a lot of shots and easy shots by overpassing," said Madden. The problems continued into the next match, against Toledo, where Madden said that Toledo was coming up to us and asking if we'd been out drinking all night. The Irish won 13-11 and 15-5, but, according to Madden, it should have been an easier victory for the year. Freshman Jaimie Ling and senior Dan Sawyer added one apiece. Ling, who has 36 points for the year, is in contention for Central Collegiate Hockey Association player of the year.

Notre Dame has a week off after playing seven-straight weekend games. They finish the season with games against Western Michigan, Michigan, Bowling Green and Michigan State. Following that stretch, the Irish will play in the CCHA playoffs on the weekend of March 12.

---

**Happy Birthday**

**King Tortuga Muffin**

(A.K.A. Dave)

Love, Mag & Company

---

**The Observer/Sean Farnan**

Freshman center Jamie Ling, a leading contender for CCHA rookie of the year, scored his 36th point of the year in Friday night's loss.

---

**CCHA upset refreshing for struggling Irish hockey team**

By DOMINIC AMOROSO

Sports Writer

"It's so much more fun to win."

These were the sentiments of Notre Dame hockey coach BC Schafer after the Irish knocked off Ferris State 3-2 in an overtime thriller on Saturday night. The Irish, who had lost 7-4 at Bowling Green on Friday night, rebounded with a solid effort and gained their first win since January 9.

"We work very hard and we deserve more, but we've gotten some tough breaks throughout the season," said Schafer.

"Tonight, we had the effort plus we got a break at the end."

After a scoreless first period in Saturday night's game, Ferris broke into the scoring column at the 10:34 mark of the second period and gained a 2-0 lead with six minutes remaining in the session. However, with 1:49 left, Irish sophomore wing Brent Lampka rifled a shot past Ferris goalie Craig Lisko for his second goal of the season, which was just in the right place at the right time," said Lampka.

Lampka struck again just 38 seconds into the third period with another slap shot by Lisko. "We never looked back," he commented. "It was just a matter of time."

After scoring six goals in his rookie season, Lampka had scored only one goal this year until Saturday. "I've had plenty of chances, but I haven't been able to capitalize," he said. "I'm capitalized, and maybe I'll start peeking for the playoffs to help the team."

Both teams had numerous chances to gain the lead in the third period, but defense prevailed. "We had a solid defensive effort and Dan Sawyer and Greg Lisko played exceptionally," said Schafer.

Loudon held the Bulldogs' scoreless for the final 26 minutes and registered 19 saves for the night.

At the start of the five-minute overtime period, it looked as if the game would remain tied for the duration. However, Irish senior assistant captain Dave Bankoske scored a remarkable unassisted goal 45 seconds into the period for his team-leading 12th of the season.

Bankoske maneuvered the puck around two Ferris defenders and then faked out Lisko to secure the Irish win. "The coaches tell us if you play the puck, you look like a schmuck, and their guy played the puck," added Lampka. "I was able to stay on my feet and finish it."

After the score, the Irish players rushed onto the ice and toppled Bankoske in the corner of the rink. "This is a monstrous win, because we've had so much adversity," added Lampka.

The Irish are back in action against Michigan State on Thursday and Minnesota on Saturday. "These are two tough teams, but we're playing at home," said Madden. "We're back to our normal time, but we couldn't finish some of our opportunities," commented Schafer.

The bright spot for the Irish was freshman Brett Brunila, who scored two goals to increase his season total to eight for the year. Freshman Jaimie Ling and senior Dan Sawyer added one apiece. Ling, who has 36 points for the year, is in contention for Central Collegiate Hockey Association player of the year.

Notre Dame has a week off after playing seven-straight weekend games. They finish the season with games against Western Michigan, Michigan, Bowling Green and Michigan State. Following that stretch, the Irish will play in the CCHA playoffs on the weekend of March 12.

---

**Indiana Auto Insurance**

Our good rates may save you money on your insurance.

Good Student Discount available: 5% - 5%.

289-1993

Offer valid in Indiana.

---

**City of Lights**

Attention Juniors: You must pick up your JPW Registration Packet (includes tickets for events) on Monday, February 15 6-10 p.m. at the LaFortune Center. (Next to information Desk)

---

**LIVE IN JAPAN**

Individuals with backgrounds in business, liberal arts, human, engineering, or other fields with a university degree (by 1993) interested in teaching English in Japan for one year to employees of major corporations and government agencies should send an in-depth resume (via post/fax) to:

IES
Shibuya Bldg., 10-7 Dogenzaka 2-Chome
Shibuya ku, Tokyo 150 JAPAN
Fax: (03) 4563-7089

(Next interviews in University of Notre Dame area 3/3-4/93)
Swim teams have successful weekend in Chicago

Men finish dual meet with victory

By ALLISON MCCARTHY
Sports Writer

The Notre Dame men's swimming and diving team ended their dual meet season Saturday with a solid victory over the University of Chicago-Illinois, winning 127-100.

The men continued to show the balance and depth that has given them a dual meet season record of 11-2, losing only to #6 Indiana and 21st-ranked Purdue.

"This meet clearly illustrated our team's strengths," said Irish coach Tim Welsh.

"I thought it was very nice that the Notre Dame swimmers from Chicago could have a good meet in their hometown," Welsh stated. "We tried to showcase the Chicago kids and they did a great job."

The dual meet leaves the Irish in a good position to begin their championship season. "This was our last tune-up meet prior to championships," Welsh said. "We were able to race a shorter format which encouraged us to pay attention to sprinting and sharpen our sprinting skills."

"This is a very positive note on which to enter the championship season," added Horenkamp. "We had speed when we needed it and endurance where we needed it. It's a great way to end the dual meet season."

Two of Saturday's individual victories came from junior diver Sean Hyer. Hyer captured first place in the one-meter and three-meter diving events with respective scores of 296 points and 282 points.

"They are a great offensive rebounding team," Joe Ross commented. "When Jon and I were out of the game it obviously had a big effect.

After Kentucky's run, the game was all but over. Notre Dame was simply trying to keep five fresh bodies on the floor. The Irish were operating with a three guard rotation of Hoover, Lamarr Justice and Brooks Boyer, and a rotation of Williams, Taylor, Russell and walk-on Sean Ryan up front.

"We found out just how far we have to go," MacLeod said.

TAKE THE KEYS. CALL A CAB.
TAKE A STAND.
DON'T DRINK AND DRIVE.

FREE TANNING

MANDATORY MEETING
for anyone interested in running for Class Office
Tuesday, February 16th
Montgomery Theatre,
LaFortune
7:30 p.m.
**Today**

Monday, February 15, 1993

**PELUNKER**

JAY HOSLER

**THE FAR SIDE**

GARY LARSON

**ALVIN AND HOBBIES**

BILL WATTERSON

**ROSSWORD**

ACROSS
1. Meadows
2. Songbird
3. Cowboys' pokers
4. Destructive peak in Sicily
5. Male lead
6. Comics
7. Alaskan outpost
8. Personal
9. Comb. form
10. Teacher, at home
11. Pacifists
12. Language
13. Elmore's place
14. Two to two, e.g.
15. Other

**ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE**

27. Margin
28. Ambitiously
29. Winds
30. Pindar products
31. Marriage vows
32. Gastric
33. Task
34. Female swans
35. Where the irrigation flows
36. Camper's abode
37. Union general
38. Cutburst or beverage
39. Florence's river
40. Male lead
41. Conical dwelling
42. Aleullan outpost
43. Personal:
44. A Personal:
45. Combinations

DOWN
1. What hurdlers do
2. Feminine suffix
3. Rectangular pier
4. Hollandaise is one
5. Yammered
6. An 18th-century overcoat
7. Actor Estrada or King
8. Lethal loop
9. Emphasize
10. California
11. Capable of
12. Movie unit
13. Withered
14. Holiday procedures
15. Hindmost
16. Bossy's best
17. Intrinsically
18. Desert water hole
19. Minneapolis suburb
20. Perfect
21. Sonata finale
22. Site of Krupp works
23. Dove, at times
24. Prayed
25. Battle site: 1944
26. Less's associate
27. The Summit and Spectrum
28. A.D. 325
29. Oakland
30. A day's march
31. Charity begins here
32. On the briny
33. Columnist Bombeck
34. Privy to
35. Set right
36. Flock members
37. Midwest
38. An 18th-century overcoat
39. Actor Estrada or King
40. Lethal loop
41. Emphasize
42. California
43. Capable of
44. Movie unit
45. Withered
46. Holiday procedures
47. Hindmost
48. Bossy's best
49. Intrinsically
50. An 18th-century overcoat
51. Actor Estrada or King
52. Lethal loop
53. Emphasize
54. California
55. Capable of
56. Movie unit
57. Withered
58. Holiday procedures
59. Hindmost
60. Bossy's best
61. Intrinsically
63. Margin
64. Ambitiously
65. Winds
66. Pindar products
67. Marriage vows
68. Gastric
69. Task
70. Female swans
71. Where the irrigation flows
72. Union general
73. Cutburst or beverage
74. Florence's river
75. Male lead
76. Conical dwelling
77. A Personal:
78. Combinations

Get answers to any three clues by touch-tone phone: 1-900-420-5556 (75¢ each minute). No. 0104

**LECTURES**

Monday
7:30 p.m. Lecture: "America: What Went Wrong? The Author's Answer," Donald Barlett and James Steele, Investigative reporters, Philadelphia Inquirer. Auditorium, Hesburgh Library. Sponsored by Department of American Studies, Hesburgh Program in Public Service, Center for Social Concerns, Scholastic and Notre Dame Student Government.

Tuesday

**MEAL**

Notre Dame

Roast Pork Loin w/ Apples
But Dog
Spinach & Cheese
Tortellini w/ Mushrooms

**Sophomore Literary Festival**

February 21 - 25

featuring...

- Feb. 21 Nikki Giovanni
- Feb. 22 Tim O'Brian
- Feb. 23 Gloria Naylor
- Feb. 24 Marge Piercy
- Feb. 25 Edward Albee

Readings will be held in the Hesburgh Library Auditorium. There will be a small reception following each reading.
Men's tennis captures Ice Volleys

By JONATHAN JENSEN
Sports Writer

Making their presence known on a national level, the sixth-ranked Notre Dame men's tennis team captured the prestigious Ice Volleys tournament in Bloomington, Minnesota this weekend, beating 23rd-ranked Minnesota on its home court and then downing a tough San Diego squad in the finals.

"This was an exceptional weekend for us," said Irish coach Bob Bayliss, who praised the total team effort, "It was a very strong tournament and a great way to start the season."

The Irish first faced Minnesota on Friday night in front of boisterous home crowd and battled back to hand the Golden Gophers their first loss of the season, snapping a 15-match winning streak with a 6-1 trouncing.

They started by winning the doubles point on the strength of wins by seniors Chuck Coleman and Will Forsyth at one-doubles and Mark Schmidt and Chris Poor at two-doubles while senior Ron Ross and freshman Jason Jackson won their first match of the year at the third doubles.

Despite the opening lead, the Irish win was in jeopardy after Coleman Schmidt, and Wojtalik all lost the first sets of their matches. Though Wojtalik ended up losing his match at five-singles with Dominic Rodriguez 6-4, 1-6, 7-6 (7-5), Coleman came back down to win his match and Hlushko 3-6, 7-5, 6-4 at the second spot and Schmidt rallied, defeating Ronsouls 6-7 (7-5), 6-4, 6-3 at the number two.

Then Forsyth won at one-singles, 6-2, 7-6 (7-5) over Rick Naumann. Wilson defeated Roger Anderson 6-1, 6-1 in his first opportunity at six-singles to secure the Irish win.

"It was a terrific effort," said Bayliss, seeing TENNIS/page 15

By MIKE SCRUDATO
Sports Editor

Monty Williams could not do it alone, though he tried.

The senior forward had 28 points and 10 rebounds, but second-ranked Kentucky was just too much.

"Every play we put on the court, Coach Pitino had them in the right defense," Williams noted.

Notre Dame stayed close to the Wildcats for 24 minutes, but the Wildcats depth wore down the injury-riddled Irish and coasted to an 81-62 victory on Saturday.

Williams was virtually unstoppable in the first half, as he scored 21 of the Irish's 33 points. This effort kept the Irish within nine at the intermission.

"Monty had been on a tear lately," point guard Ryan Hoover said. "You have to keep giving it to the guy that's hot, and let the other guys feed off him."

In the opening minutes of the second half the Irish did just that. Williams opened the scoring with a three-pointer to pull the Irish within nine, 43-34. However, Dame Mashburn answered with a three-point play.

By JONATHAN JENSEN
Sports Writer

You could say it was a surge of youthful exuberance that lifted the Irish women's basketball team to a 92-40 victory over visiting Dayton Saturday night, as Irish coach Muffet McGraw started two freshmen for the first time this season, producing her 200th career victory.

Muffet McGraw inserted freshman forward Carey Poor into the lineup along with freshman guard Stacy Fields, and the formula worked to a tee, as Poor scored five of the Irish's first seven points and ignited an early 15-6 Irish lead. Fields' efforts off game came in 15 points, tying her career high.

"I wanted to be as aggressive as I could," noted Fields, who has started 13 out of the team's 21 games. "I just take what I can get, if it's there."

A crowd of 2,303 was the second-best of the season for Notre Dame, and due to either the Irish's quick start or the waky antics of the visiting Phoenix Suns Gorilla, the large home crowd was spirited.

Meanwhile, the Irish held the 15-6 lead thanks to Poor's five and four from Fields, and another inside bucket from Poor and Audrey Gomez's three-pointer, the Irish held their biggest lead at 19.91.

But the Irish held a slim 41- 39 halftime lead due to Poor shooting from the field and the line by senior guard Sherri Sauder and sophomore Janice Roberts.

However, if the freshman tandem of Poor and Fields was a spark in the early going, it was a couple of sophomores who took over the reins in the second half.

Leading scorer Letitia Bowen and top reserve Audrey Gomez sparked the Irish off the second-half, with Gomez's perfect one-pointer coming off a strongplay and shooting (4-for-4) as serving as the catalyst for a 10-point Irish run in the second half.

The Irish held their biggest lead at 32 in the second half. And after Poor left with foul trouble, Bowen took over in youth pushess past Lady Flyers

By JONATHAN JENSEN
Sports Writer

The controversial win at Penn State—a Nittany Lion player wrongly called for a foul with under a minute left, when the Hoosier guarding him should have been whistled—showed just the kind of season it has been for the Hoosiers so far.

Even when they aren't playing their best, they can still pull off wins. By contrast, they have shown a marked lack of discipline on the offensive end.

But beating Michigan yesterday, sweeping the series with them this year, was the icing on the cake. The Wolverine's guards counter with the superior talent with future NBA stars like Chris Webber, Jalen Rose and the rest of the Fab Five, but Indiana proved that superior coaching and teamwork will win.

Calbert Cheaney will be a first-round draft pick this year, but he may be the only one on the team. Indiana coach Bob Knight has surrounded his star player with a group of guard, not spectacular, basketball players. Each player knows his role and executes it well.

Matt Neover and Alan Henderson provide the inside scoring and rebounding with the help of Ron Howard, Damon Bailey and Greg Graham provide perimeter support.

Indiana's bench isn't deep, but should one of the starters have an off-night, one of the Hoosiers can back off the bench and provide the spark, as freshman Eric Evans did against Michigan, and was named player of the game.

Knight is often criticized for his style of coaching and explicating the series offensive end. His team does the things necessary to win championships—it plays defense and exhibits discipline on the offensive end. The Hoosiers work the ball, passing until they find an open man, and then execute.

Moreover, with the exception of freshmen Chris Poor, a sophomore, and Evans, as red-shirt freshman, all of the principal contributors to this club are juniors or seniors. They have spent a significant amount of time under Knight, learning his system and gaining experience.

Expect to see the Hoosiers make a strong run at the championship. If they can make it through the rugged Big Ten season without a loss, they're going to be a tough team to beat come tournament time.